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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an school is that the sequence of death and life

is orderly.    The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.
When host and guest meet they vie with one another in discussion.    At times , in response

to some thing they may manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or they
may, by picking up a tricky device make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the half of
the body; or they again they may ride upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant.

A true student gives a shout,  and to start with holds out a sticky lacquer tray.      The
teacher, not discerning that this is an objective circumstance, goes after it and performs a lot of
antics with it.    The student again shouts but still the teacher is unwilling to let go.    This is a
disease of the vitals which no doctoring can cure: it is called the guest examines the host.

Sometimes a teacher will proffer nothing but the instant a student asks a question robs
him of it.    The student having been robbed resists to the death, and will not let go: this is called
‘the host examines the guest.”

Sometimes a student comes forth before a teacher in conformity with a state of purity.
The teacher, discerning that this is an objective circumstance seizes it and flings it into a pit.
“What an excellent teacher!” Exclaims the student, and the teacher replies, ‘Bah!    You can’t tell
good from bad!’    Thereupon the student makes a deep bow:    this is called ‘ the host examines
the host.’

Or again a student  will  appear before  a teacher  wearing a cangue and bound with
chains.    The teacher fastens on still more cangues and chains for him.    The student is so de-
lighted that he can’t tell what is what;    this is called ‘the guest examines the guest.’”

Not only those who are beginning their practice, but even people who have practiced for
quite a while, five, six years, will find this section rather difficult, and perhaps uninteresting.
However, if you understand the fundamental principle of things about which I over and over
again repetitively talk, about how to manifest the alternating cycle of manifesting the cycle of
manifesting the activity called life, and manifesting the activity called death, then you will find
this section quite interesting.    It will be interesting if you understand that the nature of our exis-
tence is to alternate over and over again between manifesting the activity of life, and the activity
of death, every single day, not every single day, not every single day, every single hour,    this
very hour, every single minute we are alternating back and forth doing life , doing death.    

So, that’s why I’ve said over and over again so many times that we have to manifest the
wisdom which clearly knows this fundamental principle of things that the nature of nature is to
be cyclic, to alternate between that doing called life, and that doing called death.    So the ordi-
nary human type wisdom that we have all been inculcated in to, that says “that’s red,” or “that’s
white,” or “that mountain is high,” or “that mountain is low,” with that ordinary human wisdom
we can never understand this deep principle.    And  I’ve  also  said  so  many  times  what
means to be an existing being, we existing beings owe our existence to the fact of receiving the
activity of life, and the activity of death.    An existing being we can say is one who is born, or
put alternatively one who is manifested, but what does it mean to come in to manifestation.    Our
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manifestation owes itself to the receiving of both the activity of life and the activity of death, and
it is not enough just to know this.    One has to manifest the wisdom that grasps this.    

And if you are able to manifest this kind of wisdom then you will know clearly that
whenever you come in to existence at that very instant your mother and father also come in to
existence.    Of course if I say this you’ll be saying to your self, “No, my parents were born prior
to me.    They came in to existence certainly before I came in to existence.”    Nowadays amongst
people called Zen masters or Roshis there may be some that actually think that their mother and
father were born before them, instead of simultaneously with them.

This is a very important point.    They say that Buddhism is the teaching of what we call

in Japanese  engi 演起 , that’s the translation of the Sanskrit pratitya samuphada, sometimes
translated  in  to  English  as  dependent  co-arising.      In  other  words  we come in  to  existence
through this activity of engi.    And to practice and study Buddhism means to practice, and also to
understand, to participate and to understand this process of engi that produces us.    

Now, people that are just beginning in practice, and don’t have too much depth, the gen-
eral population probably would consider talk about this engi, this connected arising, to have no
connection so to speak with them whatsoever, to be completely irrelevant to their situation.    But
it’s very, very important to understand this because your coming in to existence, and your pass-
ing away from existence, in other words your life and your death are the doings of this process.
If you can understand this most fundamental of activities, if you can manifest the wisdom which
clearly knows this, then you’ll know what is really meant by salvation, or liberation.    You’ll re-
ally understand what’s involved when people are caught up, when they are suffering, when they
are lost.    So one may think that it is something irrelevant, estranged from one’s practical con-
cerns.    One may think that it’s boring and hate it, but the fact is that this teaching of engi, or
pratitya samuphada, this conditioned process, is the very fundamental of Buddhism. 

And not only is the teaching of engi, pratitya samuphada the fundamental principle of our
coming in to existence, and our passing away, but also the world in which we live, this universe,
our abiding place, where we dwell also is manifested and reabsorbed by this activity of  engi.
So, it is not without a fundamental principle, it is not without a reason, a condition that we and
our surroundings come in to existence.    Inevitably there is a reason, there is a condition, there is
a process, and we call that process engi, pratitya samuphada.    And I’ve been speaking about this
most fundamental principle of things for years now.

Now, when I come to read this section it occurs to me, maybe because of my age, I really
need to once again talk about this activity of  engi, and maybe you are all pretty bored at this
point.    Bored though you may be I ask you to listen because it is important, really important.

As I always say the state of the source is manifested by two oppositely directed doings,
you can call them plus and minus if you wish, or you can call them the thus-coming and the thus-
going.      In the original Sanskrit “tatha-gata,” tatha thus, gata gone; tatha-agata, thus coming,
agata is coming.    Now at this point someone might have a question, indeed an objection, “Hey
Roshi, the word tathagata that’s in the dictionary, but I don’t find any tatha-agata in the dictio-
nary.”    Now of course I’m no Sanskrit scholar.    My translator Shinzen is very familiar with
Sanskrit, he can probably explain it to you, but all I want to do is tell you that according to the
way I was taught, in my lineage, in my tradition they interpret the word tatha to mean suchness,
or what is right on, and they say that this suchness, this tatha has two sides to it, the going side,
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and the coming side, the gata and the agata.    That’s our lineage, our oral transmission.    Now
tatha,  this  word suchness  is  the complete  activity,  the universal  activity,  that  is  to  say zero.
That's’s what we mean by tatha , by suchness, zero.    

That zero, that suchness is a state wherein the human activity which is the human know-
ing activity has vanished, because zero is the activity of complete knowing, complete wisdom.
According to the viewpoint of Buddhism if you want to personify, if you want to project, view
from a human perspective and project human personality, then you can from an anthropomorphic
point of view, you can refer to this zero as almighty, in other words God.    People in the world of
religion if they are convinced that God and human are fundamentally different, then they will
certainly that what I have to say is completely outrageous.    

What do I mean by an incomplete self?    An incomplete self is the self that needs to
think.    Because you are thinking now you should understand what I mean by an incomplete or a
thinking self, but inevitably you do manifest a non-thinking, complete self.    The complete self
has no need to think.    If you want a simple example, according to Zen, of what we mean by the
state wherein there is no need to think, the complete self, when one manifests true love then there
is no need to think, is there?    I don’t think anybody thinks about God or the devil in the moment
when they manifest true love.    Inevitably when you see a flower, when you and the flower make
a connection, then there is no need to consider the nature of reality.    You’re not thinking about
God or thinking about the devil.    What Zen teaches is that absolutely inevitably everyone expe-
riences a state of oneness, a state of uniting of subject and object.    It’s not just when you mani-
fest true love (between a man and a woman), but whenever, at the instant when you make a con-
nection with anything, any part of manifestation, be it a flower or any object, at that moment you
are experiencing a state of oneness of subject and object.    This oneness is also called in our tra-
dition the one true nature.    And of course this is what we mean by manifesting true love.    And
that is zero.    

That one true love, that one true state we personify and call it a complete self.    So what
Zen says is that there is not going to be any God or any Buddha other than this manifestation of
zero (the manifestation of true love), so if in this world there is any perfect being, that perfect be-
ing would have to be the complete self.

But even after experiencing the complete self inevitably, immediately a thinking self, an
incomplete self pops in to existence.    In other words after experiencing oneness, one true love,
zero, that zero inevitably, spontaneously breaks apart.    This is what we call being resurrected af-
ter having experienced death.    According to Buddhism any religion that fails to teach how to ex-
perience resurrection is no more than a superstition (fake).    

But even after having experienced resurrection we tend to think, after all what is going to
save us is God, is the absolute.    But what Buddhism enunciates with great clarity is that those
kinds of thoughts come about simply because one is caught in the human world, in the thinking
world.    For a person who has really encountered the source, experienced real oneness, and expe-
rienced real resurrection those kinds of thoughts do not arise.

So, in essence we human beings, although we have one’s self, have two perspectives.
There is the perspective of the self that thinks, and there’s the perspective of the self that doesn’t
think.    So we manifest a self from two different perspectives.    So according to the Tathagata
Zen tradition if you want to really manifest the wisdom which clearly understands what is hap-
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pening when you are suffering, and that understands what is happening when you are saved, then
you have to understand how these two perspectives of self arise; the self that needs to think, and
the self that doesn’t need to think at all.    

It is easy enough to describe it now, but to really manifest the wisdom that understands
about the self that needs to think and the self that doesn’t need to think is no easy matter.    So it
is hard to do in just a couple of years, or even if you come to sesshin very frequently but you’ve
only done five six sesshins (correction: “And if you only do three or five sesshins a year then that
doesn’t really count as a year, that only counts as about two or three months of practice...”), it’s
hard to be able to manifest clearly, “This is the thinking self.    This is the non-thinking self.”
So, when you are able to manifest that wisdom that understands that you manifest a thinking self,
and you also are always manifesting a self that doesn’t need to think, then Zen practice will start
to become interesting for you, because after all the essence of Zen practice is described as mani-
festing self.

You can understand this by watching sports events.    Watch football, watch baseball, and
you’ll see.    What is it that makes sports interesting?    What makes sports interesting is that it is
all based on two principles called victory and defeat.      People enjoy sports even though they
don’t really understand the underlying fundamental principle of winning and losing, but if you
understand this fundamental; principle of winning and losing then sports become even more en-
tertaining, more fascinating for you.    So Zen practice first becomes enjoyable, becomes fascinat-
ing when you understand how it is that along the process of vibrating back and forth between life
and death a thinking selves, and selves that don’t need to think appear.

So what Zen says in essence, and I’m running out of time so I have to speed up now, is
that this suchness can be analyzed down, it can be broken down in to two activities, two parts
called plus and minus, or called going and coming.    Everybody is experiencing manifesting life,
and manifesting death.      The only thing is they don’t understand the underlying principle.      

So according to tradition Buddha, the Prince Siddhartha clearly enunciated that in
order to explain things one has to do this in terms of two polar activities, two complimentary, but
oppositely directed doings.    Our beginning, our origin as a being comes about when the going
and coming, the plus and minus divide, and we receive in equal measure life and death, and that
is our moment of origin.    

The instant that the thus-going and the thus-coming give birth to their offspring the thus
going is no longer the complete thus-going, and the thus-coming is no longer the complete thus-
coming.    In Tathagata Zen the way we grasp this activity of engi is that when the child, the new-
born one is born it is born fresh, as an infant, but at that same instant the parents, the thus-going
and the thus-coming, they come in to existence also, but they’re senile, they’re decayed a bit,
they’re called older than the child.    

The parent that is born is old and senile.    We say Roshi in Japanese.    Ro means old,  老師

means the old teacher.    In other words what appears as an object, parent as object, is aged, it is
decrepit.    It’s not in its primordial, complete form.    I think this way of viewing the process of
conditioned co-arising is absolutely unique to the Zen school.    I don’t think you’ find it else-
where.    You are probably listening as though in a dream, but if you really understand what I’m
talking about it will occur to you that this Zen interpretation is utterly awesome, utterly awesome
and penetrating.    It’s not something you can understand through a superficial study of the scrip-
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tures like the Lotus scripture or the Avatamsaka scripture.    
So what you have to contemplate very clearly is that what you call your material parents,

your physical parents are just the activity of going and coming, just the activity of the source that
has aged.    It’s not in its primordial form.

In general Buddhism the view of engi is to divide it in to twelve parts.      It’s call the
twelve nidana, or twelve fold process of pratitya samuphada.    According to Zen these twelve as-
pects are the stages that are needed in order to manifest a complete world, in order to manifest a
complete self.    So what Zen says is by passing through these twelve stages, or twelve limbs as
they’re called then a complete state is arrived at.    

So when the self is born it is born surrounded on the outside by father, and surrounded on
the inside by mother, which is to say that it finds on the outside an aged thus-going, and finds on
the inside an older thus-coming, and says, “I am surrounded by my parents.”    When host and
guest, subject and object separate then the child and its parents appear, but instantly host and
guest reunite, and father, child, and mother return to oneness.    The activity of zero.    But does
that zero fixate?    Absolutely not.    It instantly once again breaks apart and gives rise to father,
mother, and child.    Only this time father and mother are even older.    But does that separation
fixate?      Absolutely not!      Once again dharma-ta,  the dharma nature,  suchness re-manifests.
This is what we mean by the word salvation.    Salvation is zero.    

And when that separates out again there appears a self the nature of which is what is
called upadana or grasping.    So what happens is that each of the twelve steps in this process of
pratitya samuphada comes about upon a separation of subject and object.    In other words subject
and object separate and there appears upadana or grasping.    Then subject and object come back
together.    Subject and object separates and there appears tungha, which is craving, and then they
come back together again.    Subject and object separate and there is vedana, or pure feeling, and
then subject and object reunite.    Subject and object separate and there is the six ayatanas, the six
senses.    This how we describe this twelve fold process of pratitya samuphada.    And so forth
through twelve stages.    In other words each time zero breaks apart, the source breaks apart one
of the new stages appears.    Zero breaks apart and there is what is called nama-rupa, name and
form, and then zero reunites, and then breaks apart again, and then there is what is called vijnana,
or consciousness, and so forth.    This is in other words the process of evolution.    But when the
consciousness, the conscious self, the vijnana self, the thinking self arises it must manifest itself
with a strong will in conformity with what it has thought.    It must actually act.    That action is

called gyo    行 in Japanese, or samskara in Sanskrit.    And when one has full manifested in this
way then once again the state of the source is re-established, the final link which is called avidya.
Which in the Zen tradition is interpreted as true not-knowing.    That  state  of  not
knowing is the state that you reach when you have completely made your father and mother as
your content.    When you have no content but your father and mother then that is called that true
ignorance, true not-knowing.    When you manifest a real complete self you don’t need mother
and father anymore.    When you manifest a real complete self both the good God and the bad
God disappear for you.    When you reach the state of true ignorance you no longer are dependent
on God.    You no longer are dependent on the devil.    All of that was with those earlier stages,
the earlier steps along the twelve steps.    When you finally reach ignorance you are not depen-
dent upon God or the devil anymore.    You contain everything as your content.
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So you understand that the way that ignorance is grasped in the Zen tradition and the way
that it is understood in ordinary Buddhism are completely different. 
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